Abstract. The development of models for automatic detection of text re-use and plagiarism across languages has received increasing attention in the last years. However, the lack of an evaluation framework composed of annotated datasets has caused these efforts to be isolated. In this paper we present the CL!TR 2011 corpus, the first manually created corpus for the analysis of cross-language text re-use between English and Hindi. The corpus was used during the Cross-Language !ndian Text Re-Use Detection Competition. Here we overview the approaches applied the contestants and evaluate their quality when detecting a re-used text together with its source.
Introduction
Text re-use occurs when pre-existing written material is consciously used again during the creation of a new text or version [10, 5] . This might include the re-use of an entire text (e.g. duplicate web pages), or smaller segments (e.g. chunks, paragraphs and sentences) from one or more existing texts. Plagiarism, perhaps the most widely known example of text re-use, can be defined as "the reuse of someone else's prior ideas, processes, results, or words without explicitly acknowledging the original author and source" [17] . The problem has received attention from various research areas and even generated new terms such as copy-paste syndrome [31, 18] and cyberplagiarism [11] . The increased availability and accessibility of content online (e.g. texts, images, videos and sounds) is making text re-use easier than ever before and subsequently the automatic detection of text re-use, and in particular plagiarism detection, is of considerable importance. 4 Recent efforts have focused on developing datasets with which to evaluate text re-use and plagiarism detection. The PAN International Competition on Plagiarism Detection (PAN@CLEF) [29, 25] 5 , held in conjunction with the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), is perhaps the most widely-known example. Benchmarks that have been developed for the PAN competitions include corpora containing examples of automatically generated and simulated plagiarism 6 and evaluation metrics [28] . As a result, for the first time it has been possible to objectively evaluate and compare diverse methods for plagiarism detection.
The CL!TR@FIRE track focuses on cross-language text re-use, a more specific form of text re-use. 7 In the cross-language text re-use scenario the re-used text fragment and its source(s) are written in different languages, making the detection of re-use harder than when both texts are in the same language. Crosslanguage text re-use is an emerging research area that has begun to receive attention in recent years [4, 6, 19, 26] . There are various motivations for this interest: (i) speakers of under-resourced languages [3] are often forced to consult documentation in a foreign language; (ii) people immersed in a foreign country can still consult material written in their native language and (iii) cross-language text reuse, and in particular plagiarism, is becoming a problem. However, benchmarks are needed to assist in the development and evaluation of methods for detecting cross-language text re-use. The Cross-Language !ndian Text Re-Use detection task (CL!TR) 8 at FIRE addresses this issue. The CL!TR@FIRE track has focussed on the re-use of Wikipedia articles as they are often a preferred source for plagiarised examples [16, 20] . Therefore, the collection of potential sources for a given case of re-use in CL!TR is composed of Wikipedia articles on several topics, including computer science and tourism (the latter from Incredible !ndia).
Corpus
A set of potentially re-used documents written in Hindi, D hi , and a set of potential source documents written in English, D en , were provided to participants. The documents in D hi are those probable cases where text re-use has occurred. D en included a total of 5, 032 Wikipedia articles written in English; D hi a total of 388 documents, written in Hindi (shown in Table 1 ).
The documents in D hi are potentially re-used from the documents in D en , however the languages are different and therefore makes the detection of text reuse a more difficult task. All of them were manually created. The topics included are computer science and tourism. 6 Automatically generated plagiarism is created without any human involvement by altering a source text automatically, for example by deleting words or replacing them with equivalent terms (e.g. synonyms). Simulated plagiarism is generated manually by asking people to re-use text. PAN used automatically generated and simulated examples of plagiarism since cases of true plagiarism, where the writer has re-used text with the intent of claiming authorship, are difficult to identify and distribute. 7 http://www.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/fire-workshop-clitr.html 8 The name of our initiative is partially inspired by the Incredible !ndia campaign name (http://www.incredibleindia.org/). 
Generating Cases of Plagiarism
A set of simulated plagiarised documents was created using an approach based on the one described by [7] . Participants were provided with a set of questions and asked to write a short answer, either by re-using text from a source provided (Wikipedia) or by looking at learning material (e.g. textbook, lecture notes, or websites). To simulate different degrees of obfuscation participants were asked to use one of four methods to write the answer:
Near copy Participants were asked to answer the question by simply copying text from the relevant Wikipedia article (i.e. performing cut-and-paste actions). No instructions were given about which parts of the article to copy (selection had to be performed to produce a short answer of the required length, 200-300 words). In this case using automatic translation was mandatory. Light revision Participants were asked to base their answer on text found in the Wikipedia article and were, once again, given no instructions about which parts of the article to copy. They were instructed that they could alter the text in some basic ways including substituting words and phrases with synonyms and altering the grammatical structure (i.e. paraphrasing). Participants were also instructed not to radically alter the order of information found in sentences. Participants were allowed to use automatic translators. Heavy revision Participants were once again asked to base their answer on the relevant Wikipedia article but were instructed to rephrase the text to generate an answer with the same meaning as the source text, but expressed using different words and structure. This could include splitting source sentences into one or more individual sentences, or combining more than one source sentence into a single sentence. No constraints were placed on how the text could be altered. Participants were not allowed to use automatic translation. Non-plagiarism Participants were provided with learning materials in the form of either lecture notes, sections from textbooks, or web pages from Incredible !ndia that could be used to answer the relevant question. Participants were asked to read these materials and then attempt to answer the question using their own knowledge (including what they had learned from the materials provided). They were also told that they could look at other materials to answer the question but explicitly instructed not to look at Wikipedia. The first three methods are designed to generate examples of simulatedplagiarism in which the source text has been obfuscated to different levels. The final method, Non-plagiarism, generates answers which are not plagiarised to be used for comparison. This approach was originally developed for the creation of a monolingual corpus of simulated plagiarism [7] : the sources (i.e. Wikipedia articles and learning materials) were in English and participants were asked to write answers in English. The approach was adapted for CL!TR@FIRE to create a cross-lingual version: participants were provided with source text in English and asked to provide answers in Hindi. Volunteers were allowed to use automatic translators when generating some of the cases, either modifying the resulting translation or not.
The corpus was divided into training and test partition. In both partitions the collection of Wikipedia articles (D en ) is the same one. The collection D hi was divided into two sub-collections. The training partition was composed of 198 documents, whereas the test partition contained 190 documents. The distribution of simulated-plagiarism and original documents in D hi is shown in Table 2 .
Proposed Task
The focus of CL!TR is on cross-language text re-use detection. This year we target two languages: Hindi and English. The potentially re-used documents are all written in Hindi, whereas the potential source documents are written in English (cf. Section 2).
The task is to identify those documents in D hi that were created by re-using fragments from a document d ∈ D en . It can be described as follows:
Let D en be a collection of documents (Wikipedia articles). Let d q ∈ D hi be a re-used document. Given d q , retrieve those documents d ∈ D en that are likely source texts of d q . Afterwards determine whether the pair p(d q , d) compose a case of re-use together with its source. This is a document level task; no specific fragments inside of the documents are expected to be identified. Determining either a text has been re-used from its corresponding source is enough. Specifying the kind of re-use (Exact, Heavy, or Light) was not necessary.
For the training phase we provided an annotated corpus. The actual cases of re-use (re-used and source document) were labelled, as well as the specific kind of re-use they composed. During the test phase no annotation or hints about the cases were provided.
Submissions Overview
Six teams from five different countries (India, Spain, Ireland, Hong Kong, and Ukraine) participated in the competition. They were allowed to submit up to three runs in order to encourage them to considering different approaches or parameters. A total of 15 text re-use detection runs were submitted.
Most of the participants opted for a "traditional" cross-language information retrieval approach. They translated the suspicious documents in D hi into English in order to perform a monolingual similarity estimation [2, 14, 15, 22, 30] . Most of these approaches exploit the Google or Bing translation services.
The prototypical -information retrieval-process that follows the language normalisation is as follows. D en is indexed into a search engine (most of the participants use Nutch/Lucene) and a document d hi is queried to the search engine in order to retrieve the most similar documents d ∈ D en .
Following we describe the different particularities of the information retrieval process followed in three approaches.
[2] does not perform any no pre-processing to the documents in D en , which are directly submitted to the index. Afterwards, the documents d hi are queried to the index and the most relevant retrieved document is considered a candidate of being the source of d hi .
[14] splits the documents in D en into paragraphs and expands their vocabulary on the basis of WordNet relationships (hyponyms, hypernyms and synsets). The enriched representation of each paragraph is fed to the index. The sentences in a d hi are queried to the index and the top 10 source paragraphs are retrieved. The best matches are considered in order to select pairs of re-used and source (entire) documents.
[30] tried an information retrieval process for their run 3. After indexing D en , key phrases were extracted from d hi in order to independently query the index. The most frequently retrieved document d en ∈ D en by the different key phrases in d hi is selected as the source document.
Instead of translating the documents, [15] uses a bilingual dictionary in order to map Hindi to English words. Those words for which no possible translation exists in the dictionary are transliterated. Afterwards, a similarity estimation is carried out between the representations of d hi and d en . [15] submitted three runs proving a scale up set of settings: (i) for run 1, only dictionary based mapping is applied to d hi ; (ii) for run 2 mapping and transliteration are applied to d hi ; and (iii) for run 3, additionally to the mapping and transliteration processes, a minimal similarity threshold has to be surpassed in order to consider that d hi is re-used from d en .
Instead of assessing the similarity between the vocabulary in d hi and d en , [22] applies a fingerprinting model in order to detect exact string matches. After discarding non alpha-numeric characters, chunks of 5 words with a sliding window of 4 are hashed as in [23] . All the matches between d en to d hi are merged and used to estimate whether a case of re-use is at hand. The three runs of [22] consider different parameters for the fingerprinting process. The best settings are the just described.
Additionally to the aforementioned search engine-based approach of [30] , this team tried two more techniques, based on machine learning. The model is based on a J48 decision tree classifier. For run 1 the features for the classifier were composed of the cosine similarity estimated over stemmed word 3-grams. For run 2 stopwords were removed and key phrases extracted. The relevance and length of the sequences compose the features for the classifier.
The approach of [1] is based on machine learning as well. This approach uses an SVM classifier considering features of statistical machine translation and sentence alignment models. The features for the classification process are three: (i) and (ii) are the score of the most likely alignments at sentence and paragraph level between d hi and d en , respectively. These scores were computed with the length based alignment algorithm proposed by [13] . (iii) is a lexical feature: A Hindi-English dictionary was used to gloss the Hindi documents and calculate an idf-based cosine similarity between suspicious and potential source documents.
Evaluation
The success of a text re-use detection model was measured in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F 1 -measure (F 1 ) -the harmonic mean of P and R-on detecting the re-used documents together with their source in the test corpus. A detection is considered correct if the re-used document d hi is identified together with its corresponding source document d en . For the P, R and F 1 computation, we consider three sets:
-total detected is the set of suspicious-source pairs detected by the system, -correctly detected is the subset of pairs detected by the system which actually compose cases of re-use, and -total re-used is the gold standard, which includes all those pairs which compose actually re-used cases.
P, R and F 1 are defined as follows:
correctly detected total re-used
-measure is used in order to compose the competition ranking.
Discussion
The evaluation results are presented in Figure 1 . The link between the identifier and the submission reference in this and the rest of evaluation figures is shown in Table 3 . The most successful approaches for this task are based on standard cross-language information retrieval techniques. After translating the suspicious documents into English and building a search engine, [30] compose the queries by selecting a set of key phrases from the suspicious document. By means of this approach a good balance between recall and precision was obtained, with an F -measure= 0.79. The second best approach opts considering word 5-grams as terms [22] , This kind of characterisation is very strict to modifications and tend to better identify exact matches. As a result, their obtained precision is among the highest: 0.91, with still a reasonable level of recall: 0.66. Note that in terms of F -measure, the difference between the top three approaches is only of 0.04. On the other side, the highest recall value is obtained by [2] : 0.86, slightly sacrificing the precision: 0.66. They opt for a full representation of d hi when generating the queries to the search engine [2] . Moreover, [2] decided to assume that every document in D hi was re-used and by simply retrieving the most similar document in D en the problem would be solved. This assumption was made by [15] as well (note that in total four submissions reported 190 documents as re-used).
The bad results obtained by [1] may be due to the nature of constructing re-use cases. As aforementioned, the documents in D hi contain, in general, one single paragraph. For the re-used partition, this paragraph has been extracted from entire Wikipedia articles, causing the length factor to be less expressive (even if the length factors used are at sentence and paragraph level).
In order to perform a type-wise evaluation (i.e., regarding at exact, light and heavy revisions in isolation), the actual cases of re-use and the detections of a given detector were sub-sampled as follows. Let G be the set of actual cases of re-use (composed of re-used and original text). Let E, L, and H be the actual cases of exact, light and heavy revisions in G, i.e.,
Let P d be the set of cases identified as re-used by a given detector. The gold standard partition considered for the evaluation when analysing exact cases is simply G E = E. The partition of detections considered is defined as:
i.e., those properly detected cases that correspond to light and heavy revisions are discarded. The same procedure is followed when sub-sampling for evaluating cases of light and heavy revision. However, those cases in P d which are not actual cases of re-use are considered in every resulting partition: P d,E , P d,L , and P d,H . This fact does not affect recall, but causes the values of precision, and therefore F -measure, in the following figures to be pessimistic. Figure 2 shows the results when considering the cases of exact cross-language re-use only and Figure 3 , for light and heavy revisions. As aforementioned, these results have to be observed with caution. The precision bias caused by our subsampling strategy causes the approach of [22] to outperform the other participants in the three cases. Once again this was expected as they pay special attention on precision.
The rest of our type-wise analysis of the results is centred in recall. As expected, the values of recall for the exact cases are the highest, as they are the easiest to detect. Indeed, [15] reached R = 1.0 in two of their runs and many other participants obtained values above 0.9. Higher levels of paraphrasing cause these values to decrease. Whereas the average recall of the submissions (that managed to detect at least one case), on exact cases is of 0.84, for light and heavy revisions is of 0.61 and 0.57 only. Paraphrases, also cross-language, cause detectors to face difficulties. However, regardless the level of paraphrasing, most of the top approaches still manage to properly retrieve more than half of the cases. The remarkable results obtained by some of the approaches have to be read with caution. Most of them perform a language normalisation based on on-line translators (such as that offered by Google). When generating the cases, the volunteers were allowed to use these and other automatic tools to translate the contents they had selected to answer a given question and further modify it.
In order to make a more "realistic" task, the documents in D en provided to the participants, coming from Wikipedia, included Wikitext annotation. Nevertheless none of the participants reports having performed any pre-processing to eliminate this noisy information.
Final Remarks
In this paper we presented an overview of the Cross-Language !ndian Text ReUse Detection Competition. The challenge consisted of identifying, among a set of short documents written in Hindi, those texts that had been generated by re-use and the corresponding source document written in English.
Taking advantage of the first text collection of this nature, fifteen approaches were compared. Most of them were based on standard cross-language information retrieval and some other on statistical machine translation and machine learning techniques. As in other tasks, such as automatic plagiarism detection [27] , participants obtain remarkable results when looking for cases of exact (cross-language) re-use, but face problem to detect further paraphrased borrowings, which represents an open issue in this task.
